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Address change! 
Please note that the MMRWA mailing address has been changed to: 

P. O. Box 1044, Coloma, Michigan 49038.  Thank you. 
 

 

 

  

http://www.midmichiganrwa.org/
mailto:mirror@midmichiganrwa.org
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This month we will be accepting nominations for the 2012 board positions of 
President-Elect, Vice-President/Programs, Secretary and Treasurer. Please consider 
running for one of the open Board positions, since it’s important that we have 
people willingly participate in the administration of our chapter in order to be a 
healthy, successful chapter. 
 
Also, many of you know that I’ve been planning to start a blog site that will be 
available for use by the entire chapter, in addition to approved guests from outside 
the chapter. I now have the site up and running! I’m calling it Romance Me and you 

can find it at http://romancemeblog.blogspot.com. Please stop by to take a look at the site, and feel free to 
make suggestions. 
 
I’ll be starting off with a review of the book The Road to Pemberley: An Anthology of New Pride and Prejudice 
Stories edited by Marsha Altman, but I’m going to be looking for guest interviews, guest bloggers, anyone 
who wants to submit a book review, anything related to new or upcoming releases, etc. for future posts. 
 
I hope to see many of you posting on our new blog site, but until then…Happy Writing!!! 

 

Florence 

 
 

 
 

http://romancemeblog.blogspot.com/
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Meetings are held on the third Thursday of most months and begin at 11:30am. 
 

August 20  Lansing - Member Critiques 
 
September 17  Kalamazoo - Personality Disorders by Renci Denham 

 
October 15  Jackson - Point of View by Ami Weaver  
 
November 19  Grand Rapids (Grandville) - Cover Letters by Cindy Arends 

 
December 10  Christmas Party – Location TBD  
 
 

Have a manuscript that’s ‘almost there’ but you’re stuck on a plot line? Or maybe you were told by an editor or agent that 
your submission needs to be polished, but you’re not sure what that means or how to do it. Bring a sample of your work 
to this coming MMRWA meeting to get some answers. 
 
The Mid Michigan RWA® membership boasts a number of multi-published authors along with many talented, pre-
published members. At least once or twice a year at an MMRWA meeting, members who choose are given the opportunity 
to have portions of their current works in progress evaluated by published members. 
 
The protocol for is simple: 

1.  
Sign up before August 18 through an e-mail to Margo Hoornstra at mjhoornstra@sbcglobal.net with the genre of 
your submission so we can match you up with an appropriate author. 
 
Bring two or three copies of about ten pages. That way you’ll have written comments and suggestions to take 
home with you. 

 
Published and pre-published members, please respond to the same e-mail with your willingness to participate in a critique 
and preferred genre. 
 
Depending upon our numbers, we will break into small groups after lunch for an hour or so of brainstorming, suggestions 
and ideas. Plan to join us on August 20 at La Senorita’s Restaurant in Lansing. 
  

mailto:mjhoornstra@sbcglobal.net
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Driving Directions to:  
La Señorita Mexican Restaurant 
2706 Lake Lansing Rd., Lansing, Michigan 
Phone: 517-485-0166 

 From the North (Mt. Pleasant):  

 Take US-127S to Lake Lansing Road Exit #79 and get into the exit ramp‘s middle turn lane.  

 At the traffic light at the end of the exit ramp, turn RIGHT onto Lake Lansing Road.  

 Get into the left turn lane immediately and turn LEFT at the Kerry Street traffic light (a Mobil Service Station will be on 
your left).  

 Take the first LEFT off Kerry (just past the Mobil station) and turn LEFT again into La Señorita‘s parking lot. 

 From the South (Ann Arbor, Jackson, Kalamazoo): 

 Take I-94 to US-127N / I-496N.  

 Take Exit 8, 127N toward Flint/Clare to Lake Lansing Road Exit #79. 

 From the exit ramp, turn LEFT at the traffic light onto W. Lake Lansing Road.  

 Turn LEFT at the second traffic light onto Kerry St. (a Mobil Service Station will be on your left).  

 Take the first LEFT off Kerry (just past the Mobil station) and turn LEFT again into La Señorita‘s parking lot.  

 From the West (Grand Rapids):  

 Take I-96E to merge onto I-69E via Exit #89 toward Flint/Clare.  

 Go 10 miles. Merge onto US-127S via Exit #89A toward E. Lansing.  

 Go 3.2 miles to Lake Lansing Road Exit #79 and get into the exit ramp‘s middle turn lane.  

 At the traffic light at the end of the exit ramp, turn RIGHT onto Lake Lansing Road.  

 Get into the left turn lane immediately and turn LEFT at the Kerry Street traffic light (a Mobil Service Station will be on 
your left).  

 Take the first LEFT off Kerry (just past the Mobil station) and turn LEFT again into La Señorita‘s  parking lot. 

 From the East (Brighton):  

 Take I-96 West to merge onto US-127N / I-496N via Exit #106B toward Downtown Lansing.  

 Take Exit 8, 127N toward Flint/Clare to the Lake Lansing Road Exit #79.  

 From the exit ramp, turn LEFT at the traffic light onto W. Lake Lansing Road.  

 Turn LEFT at the second traffic light onto Kerry St. (a Mobil Service Station will be on your left).  

 Take the first LEFT off Kerry (just past the Mobil station) and turn LEFT again into La Señorita‘s parking lot. 

 

 

 

 
By Rosanne Bittner 
 
I’ve been watching the promos for the movie “Cowboys vs. Aliens.”  Looks 
fun!  Looks like the western town/cowboy part is really well portrayed, 
although I haven’t seen the movie yet.  I can’t wait!  I am hoping this movie 
will stir a renewed interest in the genre - more movies and books about 
America’s “Old West.”  I am also furious with myself for not coming up 
with this idea for a book of my own – a modern-day twist to the theme and 
time period I love writing about – cowboys and the American West of the 
1800’s. 
 
No matter how you look at it, cowboys have always been popular.  You can barely count the number of 
western movies that have been produced over the last 50 years, the biggest share of them in the 1950’s 
and 60’s.  Lately, remakes of famous old standards like TRUE GRIT and 3:10 TO YUMA, have done well.  
Then there are the famous “big screen” favorites like DANCES WITH WOLVES and HOW THE WEST WAS 
WON – and of course there are the unforgettable Clint Eastwood “shooters.”  My favorites are THE GUNS 
OF JOSIE WALES, PALE RIDER and TWO MULES FOR SISTER SARAH.  Then there is the name known world 
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wide for his western films – John Wayne.  Actually, my favorite John Wayne movie is THE SHOOTIST – his 
very last film.  It’s so touching to know that was the last movie he made before he died from cancer, when 
in the movie he was an old gunfighter – also dying from cancer.  In the movie he went out of this life in the 
way only an old gunfighter should go – he “went down shooting.”  I, of course, cried my eyes out. 
 
TV got into the act during the popularity of the mini-series with LONESOME DOVE and CENTENNIAL.  And 
of course few people are unfamiliar with the numerous TV half-hour and hour-long westerns like HAVE 
GUN/WILL TRAVEL and GUNSMOKE, the most famous of them all.  I sure hated to read about the passing of 
James Arness, but he will live on forever in the form of Marshal Matt Dillon. 
 
As far as books, few authors helped keep the genre alive like Will Henry and Louis L’Amour did.  Dee Brown 
did a fabulous job of enlightening readers to the truth about the gradual demise of the American Indian 
way of life in his book BURY MY HEART AT WOUNDED KNEE. 
 
There is something about the American western frontier that fascinates, something about those pioneers 
that makes us proud and makes us want to keep the “right to bear arms.”  We are even fascinated and in a 
strange way “proud” of our infamous outlaws, like Jesse James and Butch Cassidy.  Even more fascinating 
is that there was a very fine line back then between outlaw and lawman.  There were those who couldn’t 
say which Wyatt Earp and his brothers were … good?  Or bad?  How many books have you read, or movies 
have you watched, in which the “bad guy” was really good at heart? 
Ah, yes, the American cowboy … restless, wild, roving, hard-drinking, ready for a fist fight, quick with a 
gun, tough, brave, rough looking yet handsome – even those who weren’t all that good looking were 
handsome in their own way when they wore those great hats and smoked that cheroot and stood their 
ground.  I think the western hero has remained popular because we all identify with some part of their 
personality … perhaps we all daydream that we could be that rugged, that brave, that quick with a gun, 
that much in charge of our lives and ultimately that “free” to be whoever we want to be … that much “in 
control” of our own destinies and “unchained” from rules and responsibilities. 
 
I truly believe there is a little bit of “cowboy” in all of us … and so I will keep writing books about men like 
that and the equally brave and tough women it took to keep up with them … or tame them … whichever 
they were brave enough to try.  I love the American West, the American cowboy, and the American dreams 
they represented.  It was an era when there were still frontiers to conquer, still places where man had 
never stepped, still gold and silver and oil to be found, still free land as long as you were willing to 
homestead that land, still endless horizons with no skyscrapers or smokestacks to mar the landscape.  It’s 
the “cowboy” in Americans that makes them dare to try new ventures, dare to leave the familiar and take a 
new job or start their own business or move to a completely new area of the country.  There is a little bit of 
“cowboy” in our armed forces, in that devil-may-care attitude of our veterans who fought world wars, in 
those who dared travel into space, in a boxer, a football player, a race car driver, even a reckless investor 
who risks it all on a hunch.  It’s the American spirit, and a whole lot of that spirit can be identified as the 
“cowboy” in us. 
 
If you have a dream, if there is something you want to try but have put it off, if you want to stand up for 
yourself but are afraid to, if you have a good idea but haven’t put it out there into the real world, you need 
to “cowboy up!”  Think like a cowboy, and you might be surprised where it can take you!  I hope to keep 
that kind of spirit alive in my writing … and even though I’m told western history isn’t popular right now, I 
intend to “cowboy up” and keep writing what I love, because what goes around, comes around.  Cowboys 
have always been a favorite, and although that genre isn’t the most popular right now, it will come back, 
and I’ll be ready!   
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By Nancy Gideon, PAN Liaison  
 
 
All of us imagine it.  Some of us have been there. In New York City, Tracy 
Roper (Brogan), nominated for a Romance Writer’s of America Golden 
Heart® award for TOTALLY DODY, a women’s fiction ‘Novel with Strong 
Romantic Elements,’ and Ami Weaver, who finaled with THE NANNY'S 
SECRET  in the Contemporary Series category, lived the dream and are 
here to let us ride along vicariously.   
 
1) Where were you when you got "The Call" for the GH and what was 
your reaction?  
 
Ami: I was at my son's school! I'd taken the cat in for show and tell 
and left my cell at home, since it was before 9 and I figured what were 
the chances of a call? When I got home (I was gone 15 minutes) I had a 
missed call...I started Googling the number and started to freak when I 
saw it was a Texas number...then she called back. I don't remember what she said. My brain got stuck on 
"Golden Heart Finalist". I don't know, to this day, who called me. I'm sure I babbled something about the cat 
and I was almost crying. I was just totally shocked. 
 
Tracy: I was online with my two CP’s (including Alyssa Marble!) and constantly refreshing the RWA website 
page, watching names being added to the GH list. Even though I had convinced myself I didn’t care, I still 
wanted to know who had made the cut. When my cell phone rang, displaying a long distance number I didn’t 
recognize, I just stared at it. I let it ring three times, just to prolong the fantasy that it might be the RWA. 
Finally, I answered, and it WAS! I didn’t want to sound like a total spaz so I kept my voice very calm and serene 
– but I just kept saying quietly, over and over, “Well, I am very excited. Thank you for calling. I’m really quite, 
quite excited.” I must have sounded severely medicated. 
 
2) Tell us the history behind your entry: had it made the contest circuit? Been on agent/editor desks? Vetted by 
critique partners? 
 
Ami: This book won the Series category of the Great Expectations contest (and placed 2nd in the 2010 
Maggies) and a partial was requested and rejected. I never finished the edits. I did drag it back out for 
eHarlequin's So You Think You Can Write contest in December (first chapter plus synopsis) and got a form 
rejection in February. It knocked me on my @$$. I'd been working on revising it and after that rejection I 
abandoned it. I wasn't even thinking about the GH at that time. I figured it had hit the end of the line and 
moved on. Then I got that call.... 
 
Tracy: I signed with an agent last August who told me NOT to enter the contest because she didn’t know 
much about it and was sure she’d have me sold by the November 15th deadline. Glad I didn’t listen to her. This 
entry finaled in a couple of chapter contests and won the Connecticut Write Stuff contest. It also crashed and 
burned in a couple of contests, so I really had no idea how it would fare in the GH.  
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3) How did it feel wearing that Finalist ribbon at the conference? 
 
Ami:  Amazing! People came up and asked about my book, and wished me luck. I was one of only a handful 
of attendees who had one and it attracts attention. For someone who far prefers to NOT be the center of 
attention, it was also a little nerve wracking.  
 
Tracy: I confess, it felt pretty awesome. It was a great conversation starter. Although I was on an elevator 
with about 15 people and one of them said, “Golden Heart finalist, huh? So what’s your book about?” Pitching 
to that captive audience was a little awkward. I just gave the short answer, “Imagine the Odd Couple on 
estrogen.” 
 
4) What were the highlights from the conference as a writer and as a finalist?  
 
Ami: The conference was amazing and overwhelming. Loved seeing people I'd only met online and putting 
faces to editor and agent names. As a finalist, it's the extra attention--which as I just said is both wonderful and 
scary.  

 
Tracy: Meeting the other finalists and making some 
wonderful new friends. Spending time with my Mid-
Michigan friends! Meeting a few of my most revered 
authors and going full-on-fan-girl. I made such a pest of 
myself around Kristan Higgins she finally gave me a t-
shirt just to make me go away. And I told Jennie Crusie 
how I had survived one particular visit with my in-laws by 
locking myself in the bathroom and reading, “Welcome 
to Temptation.” So she autographed her latest book for 
me. It says, “Please don’t read this in the bathroom.” 
 

5) Tell us about The Dress for the ceremony.  
 
Ami: Oh, funny. I kept finding dresses and they were too long, too big in the bust, too small somewhere else, 
alterations would take til Christmas, etc and 3 weeks before I was still dressless (but I had shoes!). I ended up 
on Dress Barn's site and found this slate blue dress with a black net overlay and beading. The color looked 
hematite. It was just below the knee (no hemming!) had straps (required for it to stay on!) and a great price 
(Yay!). Was very happy. And not winning means I can wear it again next time (or when I am nominated for a 
RITA--thinking big here!)  
 
Tracy: I went for big-time bling, figuring this could be my one and only time to wear such a dress. It was 
strappy and backless with sparkly rhinestones. Nerves kept me from eating for about two days before the 
awards banquet, which is the only way I was able to zip it. Some people said it looked good. I doubt their 
honesty but it was nice of them to say that.  
 
6) How exciting/nerve racking was it to see your face on the Big Screen? Waiting for the winner 
announcement?  
 
Ami: I wasn't nervous. (Plus I had a great date--thank you Florence!!) Or disappointed beyond a small stab 
when I wasn't called. It truly *is* enough to be nominated--it is an incredible experience. And THANK GOD the 
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pic on the big screen was tastefully centered and reasonably sized. And the cheesecake on the table was 
yummy!  
 
Tracy: Let’s just say, thank God for Xanax. It was fun to see my face on the big screen, but very surreal. That 
three-second pause, after they say, “And the winner is…” feels like a bubble in time. It’s a lovely moment, full 
of possibility. But when they announced the winner, I was glad for her. She earned it and deserved it just as 
much as any finalists in any category so I can honestly say, “It was an honor just to be nominated.” And I would 
also add that, being a GH judge in another category, I realize this is a very subjective contest.  
 
7) What benefit have you gotten from having "Golden Heart Finalist" attached to your name?  
 
Ami: I didn't do anything with it. That's the frustrating part. I'm not looking for an agent for my category 
romances and the other two WIPs I'd set aside to frantically edit this one were not ready for submission of any 
kind. I saw many of my Starcatcher sisters reap the benefits, though.  (Editor’s note: Starcatchers is the name 
of the 2011 Golden Heart Finalist group.) 
 
Tracy: Editors at the conference were more friendly and open to chatting. It would be nice if that  
title could translate into a sale. Although, I very recently parted with my agent, so I’m hoping now that the GH 
mojo will help me find new representation. I can add that one very well-known agent stated during a panel 
discussion that ‘having Golden Heart finalist in your subject line is an automatic read from her, at least of a 
partial.” Too bad that same agent already rejected my GH manuscript!  
 
8) What's next for you and your entry?  
 
Ami: My entry was requested by one of the final judges--they don't tell you who it is. (And that phone call 
came while I was driving--I had my phone in one hand and my other hand over my mouth--thank God my 15-year 
old son was sitting in the passenger seat and he took the wheel!) I had 36 hours to finish and get it out. She 
wanted it in 24. It's just the kind of deadline I need and I got those four chapters edited. I'm assuming it's at 
Harlequin, because who else would judge the series category? So it's in limbo. I can't sub it b/c they have it. I 
can't request its status b/c I don't know where it is. Not much I can do but work on the next one, which I am.  
 
Tracy: I’m working through some termination details with my previous agent. In a few weeks, I can start to 
query again. I did get a request from Kensington after a successful pitch, so I’ll certainly send it there. Now I’m 
working on another contemporary, outlining a 
historical, entering contests,  and preparing to ride 
the query-go-round again. Being a finalist was a fun 
experience. I’m not sure it translates into sales or 
long-term publishing success, but it certainly can’t 
hurt! Thanks for asking!  
 
Feel free to add anything you'd like to touch on.  
 
Ami: Enter and judge! While there's no feedback, 
it's an incredible ride if you final!  
 

Pictured right: Alyssa Marble and Patty Hofman with Golden 
Heart Nominees Tracy Brogan, Darcy Woods (our newest 

MMRWA member), and Kimberly Kincaid. 
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 The Ten Commandments of Mediocre Writing

 

By Gina "Storm" Grant 

And the Disciple of the Mightiest of the Muses did descend from the heavens—or 
possibly Mount Olympus, Asgard, New York, or the Scottish Highlands, 
depending upon thy novel's pantheon or setting—and did present two tablets (an 
Apple iPad and a Blackberry Playbook), saying unto those who toil at 
keyboards, with pencils, or upon smartphones, that from this day forward thou 
shalt treat the following commandments as divine inspiration and follow these 
precepts to the letter. 
 

One. Thou shalt begin all novels with thy heroine awakening and dwelling 
upon her life and her lack of future prospects. Thou shalt create great reader 
empathy if she be aware of her loneliness. 
 

Two. Thy heroine shall, at the earliest opportunity, reflect at length upon her 
own countenance in any available reflective surface. Her mouth shall be too 
generous, her nose too cute and upturned, her long hair too wavy, her eyes too 
cat-like, her cheekbones too defined, her breasts too large and her waist too 
small, her hips too curvy and her legs too long. She shall remark despairingly 
upon these shortcomings in soft, breathy tones, or a low, husky voice. 
 

Three. Thy heroine needeth only one brief first glance at thy hero, and no 
matter how uncouth or cruel he may seem, she shall see past his flaws and 
knoweth that he can be saved by the love of a good woman and also get for her a 
really big diamond engagement ring. 
 

Four. Thy heroine shall have a quirky best friend, either gay (if he be male) or 
overweight (if she be female), but never both. 
 

Five. Should thy heroine awaken to discover a strange man in her dimly lit 
bedroom, she shall not be so frightened that she does not admire his manly form 
which shall cause a stirring of lust in her loins. 
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Six. Should thy heroine arrive at her home to find the door 
ajar, she shall not use her cell phone to summon the police and 
await their arrival. Nay, she shall enter the premises 
unarmed save for the words, "Hello? Is anybody there?" 
because all malefactors are compelled by those magic words to 
announce, "Run! `Tis I, thy evil stalker ex, come to kill thee." 
 

Seven. Should thy heroine be fleeing for her life and such 
flight taketh her into a room she hath not seen before, even the most fleeting 
glance shall allow her to describe the room's decor in detail, especially the 
richness of the drapes. 
 

Eight. Thou shalt not suffer any noun to go unmodified, nor shall any verb 
want for an adverb. Wherever possible, thou shalt modify adjectives with the 
adverbs "very" or "extremely". 
 

Nine. Thou shalt describe persons, places, and other items in great detail, 
though they have no true bearing upon thy story as they shall be deemed to 
addeth colour. Also, thou shalt insert large portions of backstory into thy 
opening chapter and include ALL research within thy novel. 
 

Ten. Thou shalt consider every word, even unto the smallest, to be sacred and 
steel thyself against the temptation to edit that may be held out to thee by false 
prophets of grammar, character motivation, and story structure. 
 
And one final bonus commandment: Immediately upon completion of thy first 
draft, thou shalt prepare an email addressed "Dear Agent," and send it far and 
wide throughout the land with thy wondrous novel attached.  
 
Gina "Storm" Grant is a writer of short and long tales, her work spanning both genres and genders. Her stories offer titillation 
and merriment, and in a few cases, horror. In the last few years, she's published with several small print and electronic presses. 
Gina is a board member of the Toronto chapter of the RWA, a member of the FF&P chapter, and a founding member of the 
Rainbow Romance Writers chapter.  

This article was published in the August 2011 issue of romANTICS, the newsletter of the Toronto Romance Writers, Susan Haire, 
editor. It may be reused by RWA chapters with appropriate credit to the author and chapter.  
 

__._,_.___ 
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Changing from: 
7.3.3. Limitation on Number of Terms.  An individual may serve no more than two consecutive terms in any one 
office and no more than six years aggregate on the Board.   
 
To: 
7.3.3. Limitation on Number of Terms.  If appropriately nominated and elected, an individual may serve in any 
one office or different offices as they are willing and able. 
 
Reason for change: Many chapter members have already served in several board positions and have 
accumulated six years of service. In the past few years we’ve had problems finding people to run for office. If 
someone is willing to serve for more than six years, they should be allowed to do so. If they are not fulfilling 
their duties in a particular office, they will be voted out. 
 
Bylaws Amendment Proposal 2 
 
Changing from: 
Section 5.1 Officers.  The officers of this corporation shall be the President, President-Elect, Vice President, 
Treasurer, and Secretary, and shall be elected according to the provisions set forth in these Bylaws. 
 
To: 
Section 5.1 Officers.  The officers of this corporation shall be the President, President-Elect, Vice-
President/Programs, Treasurer, and Secretary, and shall be elected according to the provisions set forth in 
these Bylaws. 
 
Reason for change: Since adding the position of President-Elect to the board, the Vice-President no longer 
serves in the same capacity. Title of Vice-President/Programs is more appropriate.  
 
Bylaws Amendment Proposal 3 
 
Changing from: 
Section 5.4. Vice President.  The Vice President shall be responsible for planning and overseeing all program-
related activities undertaken by the chapter, including those at regular meetings, workshops, and conferences; 
and fulfill any other obligations designated by the board. The Vice President shall also be responsible for 
planning and overseeing all official chapter communications tools, including the chapter website, and public 
relations; and fulfill any other obligations designated by the Board of Directors. 
 
 To: 
Section 5.4 Program Manager.  The Vice-President/Programs shall be responsible for planning and overseeing 
all program-related activities undertaken by the chapter for regular monthly meetings and workshops; and 
fulfill any other obligations designated by the board. 
 
Reason for change:  The duties of Vice-President—now Vice-President/Programs—have changed and this will 
more accurately reflect the responsibilities of that office.  
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Roseanne Bittner:   sent a video to her French publisher, J' ai lu, to be used on their web site for a special romance promo 
they are sponsoring this fall.  Rosanne's video "thanks" all her French fans (and she has many!) and is a plug for the 
publisher's "celebration of passion" to take place this fall.  Rosanne also signed her contract with Source Books to publish 
WILDEST DREAMS and THUNDER ON THE PLAINS in trade paperback and as e-books.  They will be published in the spring 
and fall of 2012.  Still waiting for a B & N contract to publish all her SAVAGE DESTINY books for the Nook - and waiting to 
hear from her agent about the possible sale of PARADISE VALLEY (Rosanne's newest work) to a "big" publisher.  Rosanne 
doesn't want to name them ... yet.  She is also working on a special ad campaign with i-Universe, who publishes Rosanne's 
BLUE HAWK TRILOGY through print on demand.  iUniverse will send out ads via an e-mail blast to roughly 500,000 
people!  Things are finally picking up!! 

 Diane Burton:  finished Switched, Too (sequel to Switched); just needs polishing. 

Marianne Evans:  is delighted to announce that the third installment of her award-winning Woodland Series is now 
available! Hearts Communion released August 26th from White Rose Publishing.  Marianne faced off in a literary battle 
known as 'Clash of the Titles' and her inspirational romance debut, Hearts Crossing, took the top honor! 
 
Margo Hoornstra:  My second book in the Class of '85 series from The Wild Rose Press, Last Rose of Summer was 
released on June 27, 2011. Next Tuesday at Two is available on line at www.thewildrosepress and at www.amazon.com 
and other e-book outlets. 
 
Jennifer Kamptner:  I don't have much news, but I did join a wonderful RS critique group that I am happily connecting 
with.  I am preparing Hard Core for the Golden Heart so cross your fingers on that one :)  I haven't heard back from The 
Wild Rose Press or The 3 Seas Literary Agency yet, but I'm hopeful.   That's it.   
 
Laurie Kuna:  I'm trying to finish up a request for a full manuscript from Lauren Plude of Grand Central. Also, I just finished 
up an e-book on making Shakespeare fun for students for Easy As Pie educational books, which is a branch of ImaJinn 
that's about to launch some time this month. 
 
Loralee Lillibridge:  Count down to Sept. 9 launch of contemporary romance, ALL THAT MATTERS, on new blogsite, 
www.loraleelillibridge.blogspot.com.  Blogging my Thursday Thoughts there every week.  Signed exciting two-book 
contract with BellBridge Books for Southern mystery series, JOYFUL NOISE, writing as Lora Lee.  Book #1,  BRINGING IN 
THE THIEVES, release July 2012.  Working with My Girl Friday on new website for the mysteries, as well as social media 
promo.   Busy learning how to write for two publishers and trying to keep ahead of deadlines. Loving it! 
  
Alyssa Marble w/a Alyssa Alexander:  Being rejuvenated after Nationals, I've been writing between 500 to 850 words a 
day on a slow day, and sometimes as much as 1200 on a good day. My WIP is coming along beautifully--though with my 
new plotting method, it's also very scattered. A big thank you to Cindy Dees, our retreat speaker, for giving me permission 
to write out of order! 
 
Florence Price:  I attended the 2011 RWA National Conference at the end of June, and it was FABULOUS! I had a great 
time with my friends, made a bunch of new friends and learned a lot from several workshops. I've been busy the last 
month or so keeping up with Twitter and Facebook, my Virtual Assistant business (My Girl Friday) and building the new 
blog site Romance Me, that will be available for use by anyone from the chapter who wishes to submit articles, guest blog 

posts, book reviews, book trailers, etc. I hope to see many of you in Lansing!!! 
 

  

http://www.thewildrosepress/
http://www.amazon.com/
http://www.loraleelillibridge.blogspot.com/
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Check out Rosanne’s fabulous new book cover!  Her inspirational,  

WHERE HEAVEN BEGINS 
is now available in hard cover through Severn House. 

 

 
 
 

By Tracy Brogan 

The recent RWA® conference in New York City was a mixed bag of 
highs and lows for me. Mostly highs, but I did realize after some one-on-
one time with my agent that we were not a good fit. That put a bit of a 
damper on things, but it also gave me clarity on lots of other niggling 
concerns I’d had with our professional relationship. I have since parted 
company with her and am making plans for the future. 

 

Florence and Alyssa 

As for the highs, they were numerous!  Being a Golden Heart finalist was a great experience and I’ll certainly 
enter again. But for those who didn’t final, know this: We recently received our preliminary judge’s scores (we 
never get the scores from the final judges) and with few exceptions, each of us had at least one less-than-
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encouraging score. (We blame the East German Judge!) The lowest score was a 6.1 - which might have really 
upset that writer - except that on the first day of the conference she learned she’d gotten a three-book deal 
from a big-six publisher. And it was her birthday. So, take that, you stinkin’ 6.1!  My point is, (and we all know 
this!) judging is terribly subjective. One person’s 9 is another person’s 7, or even a 5. As finalists, we knew we 
were being recognized for tenacity, talent, and a huge dollop of luck. So polish up that manuscript and send it 

in for next year.  I’ve got a great dress you can borrow for the awards banquet.  

Another ‘high’ for me was spending time with Michigan pals, and meeting some of my dream authors. I’ve 
included a few pictures for your view pleasure. And I can’t believe I never got a picture of Ami Weaver!! So 
sorry, Ami!!   

 
Barbara O’Neal 
 
 
 

      
 
 

Cindy Arends 
At the  

Hearts Through 
History 

Party 
  
 
  Susan Elizabeth Phillips 

 

 
 

Our MMRWA gathering  
in the atrium. 
Annette Briggs, Nancy Gideon, 
Florence Price, Laurie Kuna, 
Lara Mierson and Deb Moser. 
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Nancy dining with 
Sherrilyn Kenyon, Pocket 
CEO Louise Burke, Cindy 

Gerard and Sabrina 
Jeffries.  (Nice company, 

Nancy!!) 
 

 

 

Alyssa meeting the  
delightful and gracious  
Johanna Bourne. 

 

Nancy with her editor 
Micki Nuding at the 
Simon & Schuster 
office. 

 

 

 

Anne Stuart,  
Thea Devine  
and Nancy  
with their book covers  
at the Pocket party 

 

And this is our new 

puppy, Rosie, who has  

nothing to do with 
MMRWA but everything to 

do with why the 
newsletter was sent out 

late! 

 


